EFFICIENT COOKSTOVES
Energy effiency, Rwanda

The carbon offset project was registered by the Gold Standard as a
lead project in the first Micro-PoA and confirms that the methods
used to save carbon along with social, health and welfare benefits
are used by some of the poorest communities in Rwanda.

The initial production and subsidized distribution of the Rwanda-built stoves
was funded by Climate Corporation Australia, and the partnership was
conducted in collaboration with their European subsidiary in Austria.
This process will provide the much needed local employment in Rwanda

The project is based in the Bugesera district in southeastern
Rwanda, a relatively dry and low-lying area of the country where
severe deforestation has led to significant soil erosion and loss of
arable land and forest biodiversity.

during the production and installation phase of the project as well as the staff
deployed to support the community through cooking cooker training and
maintenance.

Renewable Energy Mix
India, Mexico, Taiwan

The trust of the community is ensured by using a locally produced and
The families who receive the energy efficient stoves benefit by
cutting their fuel costs by about 50%, saving time and money, and
protecting endangered forest areas from overuse.

supported product. The furnaces' design was refined by co2balance, based on

In addition to the reduction of fuel, the families have a significant
health benefit as the ovens Reduce the indoor smoke load by more
than 70%. Because pneumonia kills more people in East Africa than
malaria, this will be a great contribution to community health in the
coming years.

The first funding period for this project is seven years, which the project
estimates will save around 840,000 tonnes of CO2-emissions.

their previous successful projects in East Africa, with local inputs to meet the
needs of host communities.

Following the annual Gold Standard verification, Verified Emissions Reduction
(VER) credits are sold to organizations in developed countries that want to
further support the project by offsetting their own carbon emissions.

Type of project:

Energy efficiency

Project N°:
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The project meets following global goals:

They are wind power plants, biomass power plants and large solar
fields. The technology of renewable energy generation is now
already very advanced and represents a fundamentally important
contribution to sustainable energy production. Renewable energy
projects, especially in the emerging and developing countries are
also important for a very different reason: thanks to the co-funding
and additional income from the sale of CO2 mitigation certificates,
these still expensive energy sources can be built and used. The
major advantage for all of us is that with each new plant for the
production of environmentally friendly and sustainable energy,
outdated and high-emission plants can be switched off. This is an
absolutely necessary form of funding, especially in the poorest
countries.
The climate protection standard makes sure that only projects
which meet the character of additionality, i.e. those which were
not built or previously planned, without the revenue from the
certificates, could be approved and certified as climate protection
projects. In this way, the climate protection standards ensure that
no investments already planned and built with a high level of
certainty would lead to additional purchase through the certificates’
purchase.
Especially for the sustainable development of emerging countries,
the reliable supply of clean energy is a development driver. There
are still too many power stations for the generation of energy
with fossil fuels. This is not only bad for the environment but also
jeopardizes people’s health, especially in big cities of developing
countries. By purchasing the certificates from our technology mix,
you will support the development of emerging countries in the
development of sustainable energy production.
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UN Agenda 2030 Goals (see page 55):
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Our renewable energy mix includes:
33,3 % Hydro-electric power - Sarbari II Hydropower, Indien
33,3 % Solar power - Aura Solar, Mexico
33,3 % Wind power - Infravest Wind Energy, Taiwan
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